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News From New Zealand
By Bryce Turner, New Zealand National Executive Director

Welcome to this edition
of Israel and Christians
Today, and thank you for
taking the time to join
us. As the rush and
pressure of Christmas
looms, it is good to grab
a few seconds to reflect
on the last year. It was only eight months
ago that we lead over fifty New
Zealanders on a tour of Israel, and I was
able to stand on the temple steps in
Jerusalem with my wife and three sons.
Having joined the Christians for Israel
New Zealand team only seven months
ago, I am constantly amazed at the
support and generosity we see. Thanks to
this generosity, Christians for Israel has
been able to direct financial support to
many projects in Israel and the Ukraine,
in particular, to support those making
Aliyah. Hearing stories of these brave
people never ceases to inspire even those
of us on the farthest corners of the earth!
During the last month we’ve had a visit
from Shmulik Fried of Keren Hayesod –
with whom we are partnering for an event
next year, and Andrew Tucker, our
International Executive Director, spent
five frantic days with us. Andrew and I
met with Members of Parliament and
International diplomats, and many others,
during a very intense visit to Wellington.
Before that, however, Andrew came to

lead our very first South Pacific Training
Forum. It was a huge pleasure to meet our
Christians for Israel representatives from
around the South Pacific and to hear of
the love for Israel amongst the Pacific
communities. I am really looking forward
to seeing the work of Christians for Israel
grow under this very talented and
committed group of representatives, and
it was a great privilege to spend time with
them.
Many New Zealanders have now returned
from Israel following the many recent
celebrations, in particular, the Beth Sheba
centenary. Plans are underway now for
events next year to honour seven decades
of Israeli independence, and we look
forward to celebrating that with our
Israeli friends.
Looking towards Israel right now, a very
real and menacing threat seems to be
forming right on her borders. The talks
between Russia, Iran and Turkey over the
future of Syria are ominous, to say the
least; one can only imagine how it must
feel to be living in Israel right now and
hearing the news of these countries
making plans together. Here in New
Zealand, we have a new government in
place, a coalition of parties that have
widely differing views on Israel.
We trust that common sense will prevail
when it comes to determining New

Robert Siakimotu (NZ) and Poi Okesene (Nuie) at the South Pacific Forum,
started each day with prayers and songs of blessing

Zealand’s political position with Israel. It
would appear that many of our Pacific
Island neighbours are already far more
supportive and, with Australia becoming
more committed to relations with the
Holy Land, we pray that New Zealand too
will see the truth and also move this way;
Israel may know that it has friends down
here in the southern hemisphere.
It has been an exciting but exhausting
year, and it seems that everywhere I go
people are feeling the same way – looking
forward to Christmas and the summer
holidays (for those of us in the southern
hemisphere!). Can I take this opportunity
to thank my team here at Christians for
Israel New Zealand, staff and board

members, and also to thank you all – our
supporters.
As we recognise that we are living in very
exciting times, seeing Biblical prophecy
begin fulfilled before our eyes, we are
grateful for the continued support of so
many in New Zealand and across the
South Pacific that allows us to stand with
Israel.
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May I wish you
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Christmas,
and a safe,
relaxing
The oﬃce will be
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holiday
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ber 2017
season.
to Monday 15
January 2018

Bibi Shines the Light on ANZAC
By Joanna Moss, NZ Friends of Israel, Wellington

Be’er Sheva, the modern desert city built
on the Ottoman-era Beersheba was finally
ready to play host to the ANZAC invasion
on 31 October. Parts of the city’s
thoroughfares were marked by poles
carrying Israeli, Australian and New
Zealand flags flapping in the cooling
breeze and many were closed to make way
for the endless procession of tour buses
moving the visitors from place to place
speedily. An estimated 5,000 visitors
descended upon the city that day plus
hoards of security and local volunteers
who got into the ANZAC spirit.
A century ago it was far different,
Beersheba was an unremarkable outpost
desert town in 1917. But it was the home of
some strategic wells in the desert that had
to be captured. This made it the focus of
Allied attention. Water is life in the desert.
But that was not all. It’s strategic position

at the base of the Hebron Road leading to
Jerusalem, and a southern gateway to the
important coast route made it more so. It
was literally a do or die battle.
For most visitors, it was an early start to
proceedings as they had to be bused in
from towns and cities up to two hours
away. But this was nothing to those who
had come thousands of kilometres to pay
tribute to the ANZACs who served in a
lonely and harsh environment. Sadly the
British hardly got a mention yet their forces
represent as much as 80% of the dead.
The day began with the ANZAC
Ceremony in the grounds of the
Commonwealth War Graves cemetery
reminding us all of the price of war. The
big question on many peoples’ minds was
whether PM Netanyahu would come.
Continued next page...

Horses and riders parading in the streets of Be’er Sheva
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He did and not just to the main ceremony.
New Zealand was represented by the
Governor General Dame Patsy Ready who
managed to get there just after swearing
in the new government. This precluded
the elected or defeated MPs from coming.
PM Netanyahu spoke about natural
kinship and thanked the ANZACs for
opening the gates and paving the way for
the modern state of Israel saying that they
would not be forgotten. Our Governor
General spoke of the warm relationship
with Israel, the price of war and NZ’s
fundamental commitment to Israel’s
existence, all to a cheering crowd.
After the cemetery service, the nearby
ANZAC museum was opened, and a small
Turkish ceremony was held before the
street parade commenced. Local
youngsters joined in and marched with
distinctive white T-shirts with blue
writing with the tiny tots stealing the
show. Many youngsters wanted to trade
Israeli flags for Australian or New Zealand
flags or souvenirs. Then came the horses
and riders dressed in WWI winter garb
sweltering in the hot sun including Don
Moore of Nelson and his cousin. Many
women and Aboriginals were also
involved. The event marked the
culmination of the three-week tour that
began in Egypt and covered the
battlefields from Egypt, Sinai and Jordan
as well as Israel.
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Maori Warrior at the celebrations

A select group were able to go to the Tel
where the NZ ceremony was held. It is a
UNESCO heritage site located about five
kilometers from the city. Chauvel’s hill is
easily seen where the final charge was
masterminded as is the modern city and
the plain where the Australians famously
charged. It was here that the Kiwis fought a
dug-in Turkish force to open up the plain.
The ceremony began with the blast of the
shofar followed by the conch shell linking
the nations and the Pacific Islanders who
also fought. The Maori NZDF group sang
their hearts out concluding with ‘Now is
the Hour’ and the atmosphere throughout
was anointed. But it would take a He Taua
haka and a Maori warrior to complete the
picture.
NZ representatives of the MFO from the
Sinai and UNTSO peacekeepers reminded
us all of our current commitment to
Israel’s defence. Netanyahu spoke of the
strategic role of the Jewish spies in the
battle and the need to remember the past
and celebrate the future. Amazingly the
official party including the two PMs
mounted the tower and surveyed the
scene allowing for photographs and on
return shook hands with some delighted
visitors who exclaimed, 'God Bless you,
PM Netanyahu”. Bibi was in his element
all day enjoying the relaxed environment
and warm welcome from the crowd,
probably wishing he could have many
more days like this!

Then it was a quick dash to observe the
re-enactment of the charge in a paddock.
The dust swirled, and the riders took off
in the twilight to give locals and visitors
alike a taste of the events of the day save
the weapons and fighting.
The night before saw the opening of the
exhibitions on the relationship between
the Kiwi soldiers and the people of Rishon
le Zion. It begins with the details about
the Ottoman oppression of the Jews
setting the scene for the welcoming of the
liberating Kiwi soldiers. This event was in
addition to a plaque of friendship
between the nations that was unveiled

What’s happening in the

Pacific Islands
Hello, Bula vinaka, Mālō e lelei, Halo,
Kia orana, Fakaalofa atu, Talofa.
Continuing from our story, First-Ever
South Pacific Forum in the International
Christians & Israel Today, I asked a couple
of our attendees for what their
highlights were from the weekend.
Lepani Makubuna and Raphael Jordan,
both from Fiji, kindly gave me their
thoughts and comments on our spiritual
weekend...
What were the highlights of the
weekend for you personally?
Lepani: My main highlight was the
opportunity of meeting and connecting
with other Christian for Israel
counterparts from Tonga, Samoa, Niue
and the Cook Islands. I now have a
better and deeper understanding of
Christians for Israel and appreciate the
help with translating these strategies
into goals that I want to achieve in 2018.
Raphael: There are too many highlights
to mention, but meeting up with the
staff from Christians for Israel NZ,
Andrew Tucker and our Christians for
Israel Pacific Leaders would top the list.
Shmulik’s presentation regarding Aliyah
was made more meaningful and
powerful when he told us how he was
comforting his Grandma, informing her
that he witnessed Christians for Israel in

Ukraine helping Jews return home.
Lastly, praising God through song before
sessions brought good energy to love
God, Israel and the Jewish people more
and more.

near the famous well where the ANZACs
stopped in 1917 to drink and be revived
physically and emotionally. Rebecca
Holden’s much-admired artwork was
embedded into the local Museum’s work
that included photos and information
about what the ANZACs got up to in
Rishon including playing with the
children and spoiling them with ration
treats and marbles.
Yona Shapira, the curator, agreed with the
summation that R is for Rishon and R is
for relationship. R is also for Rebecca who
was one of the catalysts of the event.

By Cathy Coldicutt
Managing Editor
Christians for Israel

From left to right: Poi Okesene’s brother-in-law, Barry Taukolo (Tonga),
Schmulik Fried (Keren Hayesod), Bob Williams (Cook Islands),
Lepanu Makubuna (Fiji) and Poi Okesene (Nuie)

What insight or message did you get
from the information you received?
Lepani: For me personally, it was the
urgency of communicating and
inspiring the churches and our nation to
see Christian for Israel’s vision and
mission through education. We need
more Christian’s in our nation to rise up
and stand in the gap between Israel and
the Church through prayer and action.
Raphael: It was a personal message, so
to speak - that Christians for Israel plays
a vital role in the End Times, to stand in
the gap between Israel & the Church.
Most importantly ‘Repentance’ - to
repent before God the sins of our
forefathers regarding ‘Replacement
Theology’ and other negative deeds
committed against the Jewish people.
Has the information you received
broadened your understanding of
Israel? How?
Lepani: Yes, the information I received
broadened my understanding
immensely. The DVD teachings by
Willem on Why Israel? has been a real
blessing. I have watched it before, but

every time I watch it, I am always
grasping and learning something new.
I feel very blessed to have been given the
other DVD titles on Why Jerusalem?,
Why End Times and Whose Land - Part 1.
I look forward to regularly going through
these materials in to broaden and deepen
my understanding of Israel.
Raphael: Yes, I’m really blessed to have
received the books and DVD’s. It’s an eye
opener, very informative and

educational. It has broadened my
understanding taking into consideration
that Israel has more than 4000 years of
history. If Israel has to stand alone, Israel
will stand because God will eventually
show up to defend the apple of His eye.
Furthermore, the DVD’s and books by
Willem Glashouwer for me personally, is
sort of like new wine for Christians for
Israel to the Church.
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An Indigenous Gathering
in the Land of Israel
By Sheree Trotter, Co-founder of Shadows of Shoah

Sheree Trotter spoke to Brad
Haami about the Welcoming the
King of Glory conference held in
Abu Ghosh/Kiryat Ye’arim, on
10-13 October 2017.

Some of the NZ contingent to the Welcome The King of Glory
Gathering in Abu Gosh, Israel, October 2017

A number of Pacific and Māori
communities have for many years spoken
of a ‘deep sea canoe vision’ from the Pacific
to Israel. The late Monty Ohio spoke of a
canoe (vaka loa) returning to Israel, and
Rev Michael Maeli'au of the Solomon
Islands shared a vision of ‘the glory of God
returning to Israel via the Pacific.’
For many years, Milo Si’lata of the Pacific
Prayer Network, and others sought to
share this vision with the Messianic
Jewish community in Israel. That
opportunity came earlier this year when
Milo communicated the desire of the
indigenous groups of the Pacific to come
to Israel and meet with the indigenous
people of the land.
After a time of consideration, the
messianic leaders extended the invitation
for the nations to come and join them in
celebrating the Feast of Tabernacles.
Many nations participated in the
‘Welcoming the King of Glory’ event.
Solomon Islands, Hawaii, New Caledonia,
Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea, Samoa,
American Samoa, Tonga, Hawaii, Native
Americans, Ukraine, Europe, Australia,
Africa, South Africa, Mongolia, China, US,
and Japan sent delegations. The New
Zealand contingent included Māori,
Pacific and Pākehā from a number of
different ministries and denominations.
Messianic leader, Avi Mizrachi, saw special
significance in the indigenous ministry
leaders approaching Israel’s ministry
leaders in this way. “It is significant that
they are the first international Christians to
recognise correct protocol for coming up to
Jerusalem to keep the feast of Tabernacles. It
is a historical first.”
We interviewed Brad Haami, leader of the
Māori contingent...

Please tell us more about the
way this event came to pass.
As a group of Māori and Pacific peoples,
we agreed we could only come if the
Messianic Jewish community opened the
door for us. We didn’t want to walk into a
nation and impose our ideas of Christian
identity and Pacific identity on that land.
We had to come through the open door of

the indigenous people of that land. As
indigenous people, it was important for us
that the Tangata Whenua of that land
extend the invitation for us to come as
manuhiri to the territory over which they
hold mana. We are a people of protocol,
and I think it’s also something that God
desires. He is a God of honour, and we
needed to move in the realm of honour as
well. We wanted to give the mana to the
messianic Jewish community to host and
stand up as the older brother.

Tell us more about your team
and what took place at the
conference.
There were 24 of us who travelled
together, and we were joined by another
50 Māori, Pākehā and Pacifika at the
conference. We had seven kaumatua over
70 years old, steeped in knowledge of the
language and identity in God. This was
important for us as we believe the mana of
your people resides in your elders.
The various groups and tribes had the
opportunity to present gifts and offer
cultural performances that expressed
honour and repentance towards the Jewish
people. Our group entered in total silence
apart from the beating of the poi. This was
an act of submission, rather than imposing
our culture. Revelation 5:8 was our model.
We offered gifts of 24 precious paua shells,
which symbolised the tears and prayers of
our people for that land and people.

What were your impressions of
Israel as a first-time visitor?
We stayed in the Arab quarter, and our
hotel had a great view over the old city.
You can go to Israel, and you can pick
sides whether you’re with the Jews or the
Arabs. Our love for the Jews is a given, but

PRE-ORDER NOW

all of us learned to have the heart for the
Arabs as well. Despite all the conflicts
going on - the love for the people grew in
us as we were in their midst. There were a
few dangerous moments there, but people
wanted to engage with us.
We loved being in that space and getting a
taste for that land. It’s only as big as
Northland, but the whole world has got a
piece of their finger in there. You’ve got to
ask, what is that all about? Who are we to
go and tell them what to do over there?
Eight of our Māori team got baptised in
the Mediterranean Ocean.
As Māori, we were very conscious of what
was under our feet, that we were walking
on bones everywhere. We were learning
and walking on history and battlefields.
We had karakia to remove the dust - death
and blood and burial grounds off our feet.

What did you take away from the
experience?
We came away with the idea of forging
strong links and relationships between
Jew and Gentile. One of the big
conversations that came out of this
gathering was putting things in order and
alignment to the way God is moving and
the idea of creating one new man between
Jew and Gentile. There’s an order in the
way that we as the church should move.
Within our own nations, we have to
manage the way we work together and
honour.
This is a minefield, to really get to true
relationship between us because of
cultural ideas and covenantal issues. It’s
about how we’re meant to walk together
in order.

Short News
Memorial Ceremony for
New Zealand Soldiers
Prime Minister Netanyahu at the
ceremony celebrating Beersheba:
“Governor General Patsy Reddy, before I
say welcome to Israel to you and to Sir
David, I want to tell you that in my
opinion, this is the first time that Maori
was officially spoken in Tel Sheva. It is
beautiful. It will be long remembered.
Because of that day a hundred years ago,
you see the modern city of Be'er Sheba,
with the future in our hands. We have
peace, prosperity and security, but it was
made possible because of those heroes.
We always remember that. We remember
the sacrifices of these young men from
New Zealand and Australia. We are sister
democracies. We – New Zealand and
Israel – have the advantage of being
small relative to Australia. Our three
valiant democracies, created prosperity
and hope by cooperating with each other,
for many other peoples. This forged a
bond of friendship that began in Gallipoli
between New Zealanders, Australians and
the young Jewish fighters, who were the
first Jewish fighting force in history.”

Historic First: 6 African
Heads of Parliament to
Attend Conference

The Knesset will host six African heads
of parliament to attend a conference
on a broad array of issues. Events at the
Knesset on this scale are quite out of
the ordinary, and official visits by more
than two heads of parliament at the
same time are extremely rare. The
African representatives hail from
Ghana, Rwanda, Seychelles, South
Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda.

Holy Sepulchre Dated
to Roman Era
Mortar under a slab at the heart of
Jerusalem’s Church of the Holy
Sepulchre dates to the era of Roman
Emperor Constantine, confirming
historical accounts of the discovery of
the place where Christians believe Jesus
was entombed, researchers say.
Constantine - who was the first Roman
emperor to convert to Christianity discovered the rocky tomb with his
mother Helena between 325 and 326
AD, buried beneath a temple to the
Roman goddess Venus.

PRODUCED BY ANNA PICKETT

2018 Jerusalem Calendar & Greeting Cards
Calendar includes Biblical feast days and NZ public holidays
Greeting cards feature calendar photos

Calendars: $20 for 1, $35 for 2 or $50 for 3
Greeting Cards (8 per pack): $20 for 1 pkt, $35 for 2 pkts or $50 for 3 pkts
Phone your order to 07 863 6973 or email Anna: annascalendars@slingshot.co.nz
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Balfour, Beersheba and the Reformation
By Kelvin Crombie, Author of ‘Gallipoli – The Road to Jerusalem’ and Documentary ‘31 October - Destiny’s Date?’

Some thirty or so years ago I began
presenting a message about the Anzac
involvement in the restoration of Israel.
This message basically related to the
Sovereignty of God Almighty behind the
twin events of 31 October 1917: the
capture of Beersheba (and associated
charge of the Australian Light Horse) and
the decision by the British War Cabinet
for the establishment of a national home
for the Jewish people in Palestine – which
became known as the Balfour
Declaration.
It would be difficult to see how these twin
events were the result of mere historical
coincidences, or of human engineering.
The other possibility therefore is that an
intelligent outside source must have
worked it all out. Who could that possibly
be? Well one very good possibility would
be the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
Interestingly one event in the twin set
occurred at Beersheba, the one location in
the land of Israel associated with the
living patriarchs to whom God Almighty
promised the land of Israel on a covenant
oath. The other event of the twin set
relates to the integrity of God, of Him
upholding the promise he swore on oath
to Abraham. For that oath to be fulfilled
the Jewish people would need to be
restored as a nation to live in the land of
Israel. They, as a nation, had been
separated from the land since 135 AD.
This event occurred in the War Cabinet
meeting at 10 Downing Street London.
This covenant promise was recognised by
many members of the War Cabinet which
made that decision on 31 October 1917 by view of their knowledge of the
Scriptures. But from whence came their
knowledge of the Scriptures? The short
answer – it was a direct fruit of the
Reformation.

>> The Importance of
the Reformation
The official beginning point of the
Reformation took place on 31 October
1517. On that day Martin Luther nailed his
95 theses or protests against the teachings
of the Roman Catholic Church, on the
door of the castle church in Wittenberg.
Although there were already protest
movements in England (John Wycliffe) and
Bohemia (John Huss), yet it was Luther’s
actions which had the biggest impact in
Europe. Although Luther later became
very antagonistic towards the Jewish
people, yet in Germany two groups held a
more positive attitude towards the Jewish
people, these being the Lutheran Pietists
and the Moravians. Both of these groups
interacted with similar streams in Britain.
In Britain the two streams of
Protestantism which held a positive
attitude towards the Jewish people were
within the Puritan and the Evangelical
movements. From the early 1600’s
onwards Christians throughout Britain
and Ireland were exposed to teaching
concerning God’s covenant relationship
with the nation of Israel. This exposure
came through access to the Scriptures and

numerous books, pamphlets and sermons
on the subject matter.
When Australia and New Zealand were
settled by people from Britain and Ireland,
this positive understanding towards the
Jewish people also came into these two
lands (together with another teaching,
which we generally term ‘replacement
theology’). Interestingly the first Anglican
bishop in New Zealand, Bishop Selwyn,
officiated at the consecration of the first
Anglican-Protestant bishop for Jerusalem
– Michael Solomon Alexander. Alexander
was a former rabbi and was part of the
large movement within Britain which
believed in the full restoration of Israel.
Both bishops departed for their new
dioceses at about the same time. Bishop
Alexander’s seat in Jerusalem was located
where Christ Church was later built inside
the walls of the Old City.

>> Partners in the Vision
During those thirty or so years I met
numerous people who shared the vision of
the significance of these twin events of 31
October 1917. One was New Zealander
Don Moore, a South Island sheep-farmer.

Remembering the chase of Beersheba 100 years later

of confirming the integrity of His word,
the covenant oath. Countless Christians
had been reminding God Almighty of this
covenant oath for several centuries, and
on 31 October 1917 the British and Anzac
forces at Beersheba were God’s
instruments, as Cyrus emperor of Persia
had once been, in bringing the fulfilment
of that covenant oath closer to hand.

It’s difficult to see how these twin
events were the result of historical
coincidences or human engineering
Don’s grandfather Edward Moore had
served in the Canterbury Mounted Rifles
and had fought at Beersheba on 31 October
1917. Don accepted my challenge to
represent New Zealand and be a rider, in
Mounted Rifles uniform, in the 2017 reenactment. In all three New Zealanders
rode, including Don’s cousin Tim.
Don had with him a very special memento
– a small pocket New Testament which his
grandfather had carried with him when he
fought at Beersheba on 31 October 1917.
Don had it on him on 30 October 2017,
when the 99 riders (94 of whom were
Australian) rode up to the base of Tel el
Saba and in view of several hundred
onlookers including some fifty Israeli
school children, saluted the role the NZ
Mounted Rifles had played in securing
this strategic location in the midafternoon of 31 October 1917. Only by
securing Tel el Saba could the famous
charge of the Australian Light Horse take
place as it did with minimum casualties.
The following day, 31 October 2017, the
New Zealanders had an official ceremony
on Tel el Saba. Almost simultaneously the
99 riders re-enacted the charge of the
Light Horse on part of the very same plain
that they rode across in 1917.
While Tim was at Tel el Saba, Don
represented the New Zealanders. Don in
fact was one of four selected riders who
received medallions from Israeli PM
Netanyahu, Australian PM Turnbull, and
New Zealand Governor-General, Dame
Patsy Reddy.
The events of 31 October 2017 in
Beersheba were a fitting testimony to God
Almighty who in 1917 was in the process

>> Royal Albert Hall 7 November 2017
The second part of celebrating the twin
historical events of 31 October 1917
occurred in numerous locations, one
being in the Royal Albert Hall in London
on 7 November.
An incredible programme was put
together which was thoroughly
appreciated by the 3000 or so Jewish and
Christian people who attended. This
programme involved a 500 people choir
from the Netherlands; a wonderful
orchestra; a 100 people choir from a
Nigerian Church in London; a klasma
band; a dancing troupe from Israel; a wellknown Israeli singer.
Coupled with this were a number of
acting scenes involved professional actors,
playing out the roles of prominent 19th
century restorationists, Bishop JC Ryle
and Charles Spurgeon; of the relationship
between Theodore Herzl and the
Anglican restorationsist, Rev William
Hechler; and of the special dynamic
between Zionist Chaim Weizmann and
foreign secretary Arthur Balfour.

the Australian Light Horse; Don Moore
representing the New Zealand Mounted
Rifles; Ben Musson representing the
British infantry and Paul Hames as
‘General Allenby’. The national flags of
Australia, New Zealand and Britain were
also held by three of these representative
soldiers.
Don carried with him this day the small
pocket Bible which his grandfather had
with him during the capture of Tel el
Saba. This was very fitting, for 31 October
1917 was the 400th anniversary of the
official beginning of the Protestant
Reformation, an event which played a
significant role in influencing those
British politicians of the unique
relationship between the Jewish people
and the land of Israel. No doubt practical
geo-politics and economics were the main
reason, but the role the Bible played
cannot be under-estimated.

>> The Significance
The significance of the occasion and of
the twin events of 31 October 1917 may be
summed up in the words at the end of my
presentation that evening in London:
“By about 6 o’clock in the evening
Beersheba was in the hands of the
Australian, British and New Zealand
soldiers, and the victory which Lloyd
George and Allenby needed had been
obtained. Without the victory at
Beersheba on 31 October the Balfour
Declaration was just a worthless piece of
paper. Beersheba opened the door to the
conquest of Palestine, the land of
covenant promise.
With this perspective in mind, we can
indeed see that the Battle of Beersheba on
31 October 1917 was more than just a
military victory.

The present Lord Balfour, Roderick, read
out the famous proclamation which was
agreed upon by the War Cabinet on 31
October 1917, which thereafter bore the
name The Balfour Declaration.

The two pivotal events which took place
simultaneously in London and Beersheba
could not have been engineered by man
alone. Behind them surely was the hand
of a Sovereign God.”

Dr David Schmidt and I gave a combined
presentation relating to the twin events
leading up to, and including 31 October
1917. For this scene we were honoured to
also have on stage in period uniform Barry
Rodgers and Tom Dawson representing

NB: The above perspective is presented
in Kelvin Crombie’s new documentary
’31 October – Destiny’s Date’.
The DVD is available on the Heritage
Reources Pty Ltd website:
www.heritageresources.com.au
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NZ & Israel Good Friends: Ambassador
Courtesy of Embassy of Israel in New Zealand

New Zealand and Israel remain good
friends despite recent political differences,
and Kiwis should feel safe going there,
says Israeli ambassador Dr Itzhak Gerberg.

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told then
New Zealand Foreign Minister Murray
McCully that his actions amounted to a
‘declaration of war’.

The ambassador was in Gisborne recently
after accepting a church invitation to
speak about Israel and the relationship
between the two countries.

But Dr Gerberg said Netanyahu did not
say that.

“There is great interest in New Zealand
about Israel,’’ he said.
“Israel is known for its history as a Jewish
nation and as a start-up nation. We have
very close relations in terms of technology
transfer and innovation. We are about to
sign an agreement with New Zealand on
technology and innovation.”
Thousands of New Zealanders visited
Israel every year, he said.
Israel withdrew Dr Gerberg from
Wellington earlier this year after New
Zealand co-sponsored a UN resolution
describing its settlements in the occupied
Palestinian territory as having no legal
validity, constituting a flagrant violation
under international law and being a major
obstacle to the achievement of the twostate solution.
Diplomatic relations have since been
restored, although then Prime Minister
Bill English said New Zealand stood by
the UN resolution.
“Everything is now OK, more than OK,’’ Dr
Gerberg said. “I just think we are two small
countries that share Western values. We were
on friendly terms and we remain on friendly
terms.”

>> A Small Mishap
Dr Gerberg described the diplomatic
fallout as ‘only a small mishap’. An Israeli
publication said hardline Israeli Prime

“Several people asked about that, including
several cabinet ministers. I checked. It was a
misquote from an Israeli reporter. It was
never said. It was very important back then,
so I checked, because it was a bit too far.”
Dr Gerberg said he attended recent
centennial commemorations of the Battle
of Beersheba in modern day Israel, where
Anzac forces fought in World War 1.
Mr Netanyahu attended, as did New
Zealand Governor-General Dame Patsy
Reddy, who gave ‘a nice speech’. It was a
moving ceremony, Dr Gerberg said.
The Governor-General’s presence ‘helped a
lot’ in ending the diplomatic fallout.
Dr Gerberg said a few hundred New
Zealanders attended the ceremony.
“But it was not the only battle.”
More New Zealanders were killed at
Einkara two or three weeks later.
“Forty Kiwis were killed there on their way to
Jerusalem, but the battle is less known,” he
said. “There are four military cemeteries in
Israel where Anzac soldiers rest.”

>> Moderate States Like
Saudi Arabia
“They are very extreme. I think at the other
end, you will find states such as Saudi
Arabia, Egypt and in a way, Israel as part of
that coalition.
“Obviously you can see Iran is a dangerous
country, not only to Israel, but a danger to
the Middle East, even to the Western world.

Dr Gerberg said the Middle East was in
‘big turmoil’.

Dr Gerberg said those people who said
Israel was not a safe country to visit ‘don’t
have the right knowledge’.

It appeared Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman of Saudi Arabia wanted to
improve relations with Israel.

“Israel is the most secure and safe country in
the Middle East. It is the only democracy in
the Middle East.

“We are willing to do that because,
unfortunately, the Middle East is in big
turmoil. Iran, Syria, Lebanon and other Shia
groups are trying to form a group ranging
from the Mediterranean to the Persian Sea.”

“It is a safe and liberal country. There are a
lot of historic sights, beautiful beaches and
nice people.”

than three million tourists, including
thousands of New Zealanders.
“New Zealand is a wonderful country, with
extremely friendly people.
“I am very pleased to be here to help enhance
relations between our two countries.
“We have a lot in common. We should be
close friends like we actually are.”
Dr Gerberg was formerly his country’s
ambassador to Zimbabwe and knew
embattled President Robert Mugabe quite
well.
He described the Zimbabwean as
intelligent but corrupt, and that his wife
was the real power in the country. Asked
if he was surprised by President Mugabe’s
refusal to resign, Dr Gerber said, “No. This
is Mugabe”.

“I think it is one of the best places in the
world to visit. This year we have had more

Governor-General of NZ Visits Israel
Courtesy of Embassy of Israel in New Zealand

H.E. Governor-General of New Zealand
Patsy Reddy held the first visit of a
reigning Governor-General of New
Zealand to Israel, between 29 October and
1 November 2017. The visit focussed on
the centenary events, commemorating
the ANZAC victory in the battle for Be’erSheva. The focal point of the visit was
attending the ceremony at the Tel-Sheva
commemoration site with PM Benjamin
Netanyahu and other dignitaries. A staged
reenactment of the Battle of Be’er-Sheva,
in which 3000 Australians and New

Zealanders participated, was the main
event of the centenary commemoration
events, hosted by PM Netanyahu in Be’erSheva.
The Governor-General was accompanied
through the duration of the visit by her
spouse and met with H.E. PM Netanyahu,
to inaugurate an Art Exhibition at the
Rishon LeZion Museum of Arts
portraying the events of 1917, and
participated in a luncheon in her honor to
be hosted by H.E. President Reuven
Rivlin.

The visit also saw the strengthening of
bilateral ties, as an MOU in the field of
aviation is due to be signed. New Zealand
and Israel have a long history of positive
cooperation dating back to the Battle of
Be’er-Sheva, but also share modern values
and a great enthusiasm to promote, inter
alia, future cooperation in the fields of
R&D, High Tech, Agriculture and Cyber
Technologies. The visit undoubtedly
further cemented the ties between Israel
and New Zealand, on all levels.

Restoring the Fortunes of Zion
Restoring the Fortunes of Zion tells the dramatic story of the
reemergence of Israel onto the stage of modern history – from the
genocidal fury of the Holocaust to its extraordinary survival in face of
regional hostility and global contempt. It shows how the return of the
Jewish people from two millennia of exile realizes the visions of the
biblical prophets, and explores what this signifies for the future.

E-Book
Paperback
Hardcover

US $9.99
US $27.95
US $42.95

NZ $15.00
NZ $44.50
NZ $65.00

Available from WestBow Press, from leading booksellers, or directly
from the author, Rob Yule, robertmyule@gmail.com.

“I commend Restoring the Fortunes of Zion to all those who wish for a clearer sense of Israel, its emergence from desolation to vitality and those who
helped and hindered its progress. It is an exceptionally valuable resource.” Dame Lesley Max, Auckland
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Putting Food on
the Table
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Tons of Fresh Vegetables
By Pim van der Hoff, Board Member Christians for Israel International

There are too many families in
Samaria that need help putting
food on the table. To help these
desperate families, there’s a
programme that provides monthly
food packages.
Accompanying that support, families
are given guidance, employment
counselling, and financial
management assistance, providing a
holistic programme to enable them to
get back on their feet. In addition to
the monthly food packages, special
holiday food packages are also
allocated before Passover and Sukkot.
These special holiday food packages
allow struggling families to feel the
joy, rather than the burden of the
holiday season.

>> Winter
Many families are dreading the winter
that is quickly approaching. They fear
the cold that sometimes forces them
to choose between a meal or turning
on the heat. The combination of the
cold and too little food is particularly
dangerous for young children and the
elderly. Some don’t even have proper
warm clothing or blankets to offer
extra warmth during the harsh
season. The food packages are
therefore indispensable for the poor
in this region.

The afternoon is almost over when I
arrive at the warehouse of Chasdei
Naomi. Inside the warehouse, a bit of a
surprise is waiting for me: huge crates
with vegetables including eggplants,
onions, and tomatoes.
Yaron Sandrusi of Chasdei Naomi shares:
“We get this straight from the fields, for free.
All of it is good quality.” Rabbi Cohen adds:
“I would eat it myself, that’s the standard for
me.” Yaron: “We distribute this food to
dozens of places in Israel. For free. And the
people get to take as much as they need. We
don’t limit what we give. We let them choose,
they know best what they can prepare. They
are so strapped already, what a beautiful

thing to tell these people: take whatever you
need.”
We continue to talk for a bit inside the
small office. Rabbi Cohen explains what
brought about the start of this work. “I
grew up in extreme poverty. If I managed to
find some bread somewhere and I gave it to
my mother, it was put in the top pantry.
First, the other, older bread had to be
finished, which at times had turned black
already. It had to be eaten first because you
eat less of that…That battle of survival is
rooted deep inside of me. I was able to get a
job as a driver. It didn’t take long before I
had a crate in the back of the bus with food

to give out the moment I heard of someone
in need. If you haven’t experienced it, you
don’t know how horrific hunger is.”
The work has grown tremendously, but
the simplicity has remained: With the
help of many volunteers and based at
simple sites, thousands of people receive
the basic necessities.
You help provide these people with
food packages during the holidays.
The food packages contain nonperishable products like rice, sugar,
and flour.

Christians for Israel helps the
communities in Judea and
Samaria through CFOIC
(Christian Friends of Israeli
Communities). Sondra Oster
Baras, director of CFOIC:
“Thanks to your contribution,
we have helped the most
vulnerable communities. Thanks
to you, the people in Judea and
Samaria know they have real
Christian friends. You have made
a real difference in the lives of so
many.”

Almost 1 Million
Children Face Poverty
Recently, the National Insurance
Institute released its annual Poverty
and Social Gaps report, announcing
that 1.7 million people in Israel are
living below the poverty line, 780,000
of whom are children (22% of the
entire population). Several days later,
umbrella aid organisation Latet

released its annual Alternative Poverty
Report, reporting that a staggering
30.9% of the population, including
998,000 children live in poverty. While
these statistics are disheartening in
themselves, knowing the individuals
they affect brings a new meaning to
them.

A Privilege to Help
Hunger in Israel? Isn’t that the land of ‘milk and honey’?
True, but Israel is also a modern state with huge differences
between rich and poor. The government tries to solve this,
but is behind the times.
That’s why it’s so important to support the work of the
Hineni Centre that wants to give so many poor, elderly and
children a hot meal every day. What a privilege to be able to
help!

ISRAEL
FOCUS GROUP
www.israelfocusgroup.co.nz

Pim van der Hoff, Board Member
Christians for Israel International
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Volunteers in
Jerusalem
Margriet and Dick Bassa write
about their volunteering for the
less fortunate in Jerusalem.

In the spring of 2016, we had our first
opportunity to spend a week helping
out at Hineni in Jerusalem. We felt it
was a beautiful thing to practically
support the less fortunate of
Jerusalem. We ended up right in the
middle of moving from the old to the
beautiful, new building. It was a
privilege to get to be a helping hand
preparing and distributing meals in
this busy time.
In November 2016 we got to help out
for a second time in the soup kitchen
of Benjamin Philip. The work consists
of cutting vegetables, sweet potatoes
and so on. The cook takes care of
preparing the nutritious meals. The
volunteers fill small boxes with meals
which are taken to the elderly, sick
people and which are also given to
people who come to eat: to heat up
the next day or for a neighbour who
couldn’t come themselves.
It’s rewarding to do and we definitely
recommend taking a look at Hineni
and to help out a few days or longer.
If you’re in the Promised Land, you
might as well contribute helping the
Jewish people, who can really use our
help. This work runs partly on
volunteers. It adds value to your
vacation and besides: who blesses
God’s people, will be blessed.
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A Little Spark of Light
for the Children of Jaffa
By Pim van der Hoff, Board Member Christians for Israel International

Working for the Jaffa Institute, I have
become more knowledgeable about the
impoverished communities in South Tel
Aviv and Jaffa than I ever thought I would.
While I spend a good portion of time in
the office, I occasionally get to volunteer
with our programme participants and see
the smiling sweet faces of those we help.
Spending an afternoon in one of our
after-school centres, you wouldn’t know
the kind of hardship these children face,
the empty pantries they go home to, the
crowded apartments, or the single parent
families they have. The Jaffa Institute
adds a spark of light to their otherwise
difficult lives and gives them hope to
build a better future for themselves.
This is why the work of the Jaffa Institute
is so important. The Jaffa Institute is
continuously expanding its programming
to serve more of the impoverished
population in South Tel Aviv, Jaffa, and
Bat Yam. With our unique approach, we
address not only the issue of poverty, but
find a holistic solution to ensure that we
serve as many people as we can to break
the cycle of intergenerational poverty.

Children of the Jaffa Institute celebrating Hanukkah

We provide our programme participants
with educational, therapeutic and
nutritional support, all necessary
components to overcome poverty.
People are people, no matter where they
come from, and they need your help.
The levels of inequality in Israel are truly
disheartening and we must work together
to make a difference and become a nation
that cares for one another.

The Jaffa Institute operates a free
‘hot meal programme’ to ensure that
its students receive at least one hot,
nutritious meal a day. Children not
only get nourished, they also become
much more attentive students and
active participants. In this way they
fight poverty from two sides. You
support this programme.

The Soup Kitchen as a
Humanitarian Restaurant
Share your bread with the hungry. Take
the homeless into your home.
Clothe the naked when you see him, don’t
turn away from people in need….
and the Lord will answer: you will cry out
and He will answer,
Hineni – Here I am. (Isaiah 58:7-8)

WAR
in the
HOLY LANDS
13 Dec 2017 - 23 Feb 2018

Are you visiting Wellington over the holidays? Why not call in and see the
Great War Exhibition and its Israel-related special exhibition?

Dominion War Museum
Buckle St, Wellington
Attached to Great War Exhibition
The presentation is primarily a movie covering the battles in Gaza and Rafah
and the Surafend massacre. Composed primarily of extracts from soldiers'
diaries concerning what life was like and their impressions of the Holy land
including Jerusalem and Bethlehem and other religious sites, it will provide
context for many new to the campaign.
The Exhibition will be aired on 6 screens in a simulated desert-like
environment to capture the essence of the campaign.

The Hineni Centre has moved to a new
location since last spring. Now it’s on the
ground floor, even closer to the Old City
of Jerusalem and with a dining room that
can hold twice as many people.

How much does a meal cost?
A meal costs $7.30. There are 7500 meals
needed every month. A hot meal consists
of soup, bread, vegetables, potatoes, rice
or pasta, meat or fish.

A hot meal costs $7.30
Will you help us provide food for
as many as possible?
How many people visit on a daily base?
Every day 200 to 220 people join us for a
hot meal. That’s over double the number
of people that came to the old location.
This also means that our budget was
sufficient for the old location, but now
there is a shortage of meals every day.
Fortunately, everyone has been able to eat
so far, but more meals are needed.
Who are the people that come here?
The vast majority of the visitors are
elderly. They are people who made Aliyah
from the former Soviet Union, later in life.
Therefore, they have no or little pension
and no money for food.
Dutch volunteers at Hineni

Volunteers are welcome!
Those who want to take action for the
poor of Jerusalem are welcome to come
and help. This means cleaning and cutting
vegetables and serving meals. Handymen
can also help Hineni. Please let us know at
least a week ahead of time if you’d like to
join us. Contact us by email:
hineni@netvision.net.il
The soup kitchen is called a
humanitarian restaurant because it’s
not about meals, it’s about people.

www.hinenijerusalem.org
Benjamin Philip (right), director of the
Hineni Centre
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Christians for Israel’s Book Club
For more information on each book, for other books not advertised below, or to place an order, you can now go to our website www.c4israel.org.nz and purchase online.
Alternatively complete the coupon on the back page of this newspaper and post or email it. Please include payment or pay by internet banking (put your name as reference).

Why Israel?
Study Guide Trilogy

Jerusalem 50 Years
Reunited

Israel: Covenants
& Kingdom
By Rev. Willem J J Glashouwer

By Rev. Willem J J Glashouwer

$

BUY 2
GET 1

25

FREE

One-Time Edition
Collector’s Item

This limited edition commemorative edition
magazine celebrating Jerusalem 50th anniversary
since her reunification in 1967 is beautifully
illustrated, with in-depth articles, inspiring
interviews, facts, time-lines and much more. A
'must have' for everyone who has a heart for Israel.

15

$

Christmas Special
25% off

Excellent for
personal or
group Bible
studies
This series explores the significance of Jerusalem from
a Biblical point of view. It puts Jerusalem into a
historical, theological and prophetic perspective and
shows the ancient and spiritual roots of Jerusalem, the
central place of the temple, Jerusalem in relation to the
Kingdom and the role of Jerusalem in the End Times.

In his latest book Rev Willem Glashouwer shows
how the everlasting Covenants fit like hand-inglove with the Biblical concept of the everlasting
Kingdom, offering some conclusions from his
earlier ‘Why Israel?’ Trilogy.

Why Jerusalem? Book,
DVD & Study Guide
By Rev. Willem J J Glashouwer

35

$

Book, DVD
& Study Guide
Save $25

Get an inside look from a Biblical, historical and
prophetic perspective at God’s work with Israel,
Jerusalem and the End Times.
Get the Why Jerusalem? Book, Why Jerusalem?
2-DVD set, plus Why Jerusalem? Study Guide.

Subscribe to Israel & Christians Today newspaper and ReflectioNZ newsletter - FREE!
If you would like to, or you have a friend who would like to subscribe to Christians
for Israel’s newspaper, Israel & Christians Today or newsletter, ReflectioNZ, please
complete the coupon below.

Name: _______________________________________________________
Address:

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

We are also looking for Volunteer Distributors who could commit to giving 5 or 10
Israel & Christians Today newspapers out to friends and family within your church
and community. If you would like to do so, please complete the coupon and tell us
how many copies you would like.

Phone:

_______________________________________________________

Email:

_______________________________________________________

MY (OR YOUR FRIEND’S) DETAILS:

Number of Copies:

Ÿ

Subscribe to Israel & Christians Today Newspaper

o

Ÿ

Subscribe to ReflectioNZ Newsletter

o

Ÿ

I would like to be a Volunteer Distributor

o

PLEASE COMPLETE FORM & POST TO:
Christians for Israel New Zealand, PO Box 12006, Penrose, Auckland 1642 or email
Cathy Eksteen: info@c4israel.org.nz or subscribe online: www.c4israel.org.nz

